Can’t tell what year it is

New Point popup is ‘scary’
Map Year is not clear, user confused by the drop down year select
- Also confused by the zoom change
User confused about how to make a point
User confused by map segment not being complete
- The massive zoomed in map
- Of cities
User views the slider for year as indicative (it isn’t!)
Users enthralled by the mapping
- Looking for their house etc
User is confused about how to get rid of an accidental new point popup (before save)
User curious where the maps are from
User “likes the weird coloration (the pink, blue, yellow)”
User confused there is a post to wall facebook option
“Is this not right click” - Map Point clicking
“Wow these houses where there, that’s crazy”
- Regarding the FIPS maps
“Houghton Ave use to be albion, that's interesting”
“I wish there is a color code for the color of the maps lots”
“ I’m sure it’s on the legend somewhere I’m not sure”
- There is no legend
“The UP Power Co Use to be downtown”
“This use to be all empty holy crap!”
Users confused by the years
“ “There is no 1820”

User enjoys the rails pictures of the map
User confused why the map isn’t changing with the year
- “It only matters when zoomed in” -> “This is good to know”
“Houghton was bumping in the 1890s, surprised!”
User enjoys the old maps!!!
“There were so many rails coming through there”
“At least 10 characters? That’s rude”
If we had a 1960s map you’d be able to see MTU change names
Rotation happens on accident (oh wait that’s just David’s laptop). Fix anyways maybe.
No spell check on the comments
User uses search to find places that aren’t necessarily points (ex. “Michigan Tech” looking for
campus)
User thinks it is interesting and likes it: “One hell of an app”
If the user tries to scroll, they sometimes create a new point
“Is this all in one main method?” “Well, the method is called setup...”
People want to make points in Greenland
“I made a point in Greenland”
Clicking to make a point when really zoomed out is jarring
“I really don’t like the rotate feature”
User thinks it would be convenient to have an edit feature
Macbook air heats up a lot
The app is SLOW
“I really don’t like the rotate”

User kept making points accidentally
Difficulty in telling which point is selected
Laughing while commenting using someone else’s Facebook account
Can’t seem to find a point on Mont Ripley: “Not sure if this is the picture I needed”
Seems more like an issue with the grad student’s description
“I’m just a little confused”: With the grad student’s instructions more than the app
“When I zoom out, I feel like my brain is expecting it to be a specific size, but once the image
catches up with it, I feel like it’s zooming in because it’s a different map -- I think it has to do with
the fact that the map is changing”
User didn’t try the decade select while exploring
Clicked a point directly instead of using the search when told to “find a point”
Because he had already known where the point was
User enjoys the comments
Collin is getting disturbed by all of the posts being made with his Facebook account
Goes to try to find a picture using Finder standalone instead of first creating a point in the app
and using the file chooser
Users tend to write the date as certain dates (current date, holidays, other memorable dates)
when they don’t know an exact date
The grad student wants to use multiple browsers when using one of our computers that don’t
have multiple browsers...
- IDK why we had to provide the computers, but oh well
“I’ve never used a mac before”
Rotation gesture is terrible. Needs to go.
If you zoom out far enough, things get really weird
“How do I get out of 1950?”

The goal of the app isn’t obvious
Put the picture in the middle of the city instead of where it actually was
Went somewhere on the map that wasn’t in the keweenaw and wondered why changing the
year didn’t change the map
Maybe make it so you don’t have to log into facebook

